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Abstract
The state-based exchanges created under the Affordable Care Act are not passive
marketplaces that merely offer health insurance plans; they also endeavor to provide support to
consumers in selecting those plans that best fit their healthcare needs. This paper examines the
method by which six state-based exchanges (Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York,
Rhode Island, and Vermont) attempt to accomplish this goal using their online shopping
infrastructure, also known as a decision-support tool. First, these decision-support tools are
qualitatively compared in order to access the design choices made by policymakers and relate
those design choices to how they may impact consumer choice. Second, an online sample was
asked to select an insurance plan based on a fictional health scenario within a randomly assigned
decision-support tool in order to compare how often these tools facilitate the consumer into
selecting a plan that rationally fits with their health insurance needs.
Although superficially the design of many of these decision-support tools is similar, there
are important differences with regard to the default plans that are initially displayed, as well as
the way in which plan information is presented to the consumer. Likely as a result of these
design choices, individuals randomized to different exchanges picked widely different plans with
regard to overall plan generosity (measured by medal level/actuarial value), and some states
(Rhode Island and Vermont) appeared to facilitate the selection of rationally appropriate plans
far more often than others. States were also generally more successful at matching individuals to
plans when the default options displayed by the exchange were near in actuarial value to the
rationally appropriate plan, even if individuals did not select one of the initial default options.
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Introduction
“Once this reform is implemented, health insurance exchanges will be created, a
competitive marketplace where uninsured people and small businesses will finally be
able to purchase affordable, quality insurance. They will be able to be part of a big pool
and get the same good deal that members of Congress get. That’s what’s going to happen
under this reform. And when this exchange is up and running, millions of people will get
tax breaks to help them afford coverage, which represents the largest middle-class tax cut
for health care in history. That's what this reform is about.”
-President Barack Obama. Before the signing of the Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act - March 23rd, 2010
Before President Obama signed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, he
discussed several specific aspects of the bill related to the creation of state-based health
insurance exchanges. President Obama described how individuals would be able to enroll in
state-based health insurance exchanges, select affordable plans with potential tax subsidies, and
then benefit from their new insurance. Although these are laudable goals, it is also important to
consider that the insurance choices made by consumers within these exchanges may also matter
as a public policy goal. The state-based exchanges appear to not only value that individuals
purchase insurance but also seek to assist consumer choice, so that an individual or family
purchases an insurance plan that is appropriate for their medical and financial needs.
This paper intends to compare some of the design choices that state-based exchanges
make in regard to the facilitation of consumer choice in the online setting and match some of
those design choices with experimental outcomes. Exchanges are first assessed in regard to how
they offer the choice of a health insurance plan to consumers, and second, an online sample is
randomized between several exchanges to see how these design choices influence the actual
plans selected. Participants made this decision in regard to not their own health needs but that of
one of two fictional scenarios, which represent two extremes in consumer needs (an individual
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who anticipates little to no need of medical care in the coming year and one that expects frequent
interactions with the healthcare system).
Although it would be ideal to examine each state-based exchange, this paper focuses on a
limited subset: six exchanges based in the northeastern United States (Connecticut, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont). The reason for focusing on a limited
subset of the exchanges is to preserve power with a financially limited sample size in the
experimental portion of the paper. These six exchanges were selected partially since the limited
geographic variation might reduce any unexpected confounders, but most due to the unique
features of these six exchanges: Massachusetts has the first state-based health insurance
exchange, Connecticut’s and Rhode Island’s exchanges are highly regarded nationwide, New
York’s exchange covers a far larger and more diverse population than most, Maryland’s
exchange website initially failed and needed to be rebuilt entirely, and Vermont’s exchange uses
a more traditional and less technologically advanced method of facilitating insurance purchases
than any of the others.
So far, the northeastern health insurance exchanges have been somewhat successful in
regard to enrollment: During the 2015 open enrollment period Connecticut enrolled almost
110,000 individuals, over 120,000 in Maryland, over 140,000 in Massachusetts, almost 410,000
in New York, over 31,000 in Rhode Island, and over 31,000 in Vermont (Department of Health
and Human Services 2015). Yet, what is almost entirely unknown is how successfully these
850,000 individuals selected their health insurance plans. For example, in Connecticut, an
unhealthy individual who purchases the least expensive bronze plan within that state’s exchange
can face up to $6,400 in annual out-of-pocket spending in addition to the costs of the premiums
themselves, costs that would have been covered by selecting a more generous plan. Likewise, a
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healthy individual that selects a too generous plan could similarly face high costs, beyond what
would likely be optimal for that individual. A healthy person in Connecticut could purchase the
single available platinum plan and then experience almost $4,000 in annual premiums. Both of
these scenarios, if they do occur frequently, might present cause for concern to policymakers.

The Importance of Consumer Choice
Allowing for effective consumer choice is considered integral to the success of the ACA
overall in a variety of ways. One primary objective of the health insurance exchanges is for
consumers to select optimally so that insurers compete on price and quality, driving the market to
greater efficiency (Nadash and Day 2014). Allowing the market to function toward this goal is
entirely predicated on consumers being able to rationally select plans, something which has not
always occurred with similar government-hosted private markets as will be described later.
A second reason for the importance of exchange-based decision-support is that although
plans within exchanges will be standardized by the actual values (60% of total actuarial value for
bronze, 70% for silver, etc.), beyond these guidelines, insurers will have great amounts of
freedom to determine plan details (Nadash and Day 2014). Consumers may need to go beyond
the information provided by the medal level and premiums to select appropriate plans, which
requires comparing complex information that the exchange will need to facilitate.
Consumers may also have little experience in selecting such plans, which might provide
an additional reason for the state to facilitate this process. Only 5% of the population previously
purchased insurance through non-group markets, meaning that this experience of selecting one
insurance plan out of many may be entirely new to some (Gaynor and Town 2012). Finally, the
centrality of these decision-support tools to the health insurance decision must also be fully
appreciated. 90% of Massachusetts Health Connector plans are purchased online as opposed to
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over the phone, indicating that many individuals may only interact with the decision-support tool
before making their decision (Day and Nadash 2012).

The Experience in Massachusetts
The policy selections made by those within the Massachusetts Health Connector after
Massachusetts earlier passed its own health reform might provide some insight into the choices
that other policymakers needed to make in the ACA state-based exchanges. The Massachusetts
Health Connector tended toward standardization and some limits on plan flexibility based on
consumer feedback (Day and Nadash 2012). Before building the exchange, focus groups
suggested that individuals desired four to six carriers with three options of benefit level for each
carrier. Health Connector officials eventually settling on four tiers (bronze, silver, gold, and
young adult) and carriers were asked to then only bid to place one product in each of three tiers
with two silver products. Top leadership at the Connector said that limited plan options were a
goal for the exchange stating, “we want the market to select and drive us toward fewer, more
popular options over time.” The Connector ended up accepting seven of ten carriers. For the
next year, leadership attempted to standardize the plans to allow for easier comparisons of plans
based primarily on premiums. However, feedback from consumers suggested that the offerings
were “confusing” and “overwhelming.” In addition to concerns that the plans might contain
hidden information that might lead the purchaser into a mistake, the top customer concern was
still the price of the monthly premium, followed by the out-of-pocket cap and then annual
deductible.

Background on Consumer Knowledge
A prime consideration for policymakers in designing a health insurance exchange is how
knowledgeable potential enrollees are about health insurance. Data from a taken survey in
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August and September of 2013 (Barcellos, Wuppermann et al. 2014) show how poorly informed
Americans are about the Affordable Care Act and health insurance, with poorer and uninsured
individuals being especially uninformed. Only 78% of Americans have heard about healthcare
reform (with 64% uninsured and 51% of those below 100% of FPL reporting the same). 51% of
Americans know about the exchanges (36% of uninsured, 42% of those between 100% and
250% of FPL).
Individuals also seemed to lack the skills to understand differences in health insurance
plans offered on the exchanges. Only 42% of the uninsured could describe a deductible while
58% of the general population could (Barcellos, Wuppermann et al. 2014). Likewise, only 42%
of the uninsured knew about the off between deductible and premium, while 51% of the 100% to
250% of FPL population did. Comprehension about specific health plan models was also low
with only 38% of those sampled understanding that HMOs restrict provider access more than
PPOs and only 19% of the uninsured understanding that difference. About 15% of individuals
were also unable to accurately understand how much they would need to pay if they experienced
a $15 copay for an office visit.
In sum, this survey showed that individuals with incomes below 400% of FPL, high
school level education or less, non-white, and younger than 44 were more likely to believe that
they knew less about health insurance and then actually knew less about health insurance than
comparison groups (Barcellos, Wuppermann et al. 2014). Those in fair/poor health and women
rated their knowledge of health insurance as lower, when in fact there was not any significant
difference between them and their comparison groups. For knowledge about the ACA, those of
incomes less than 250% of FPL, education less than a bachelor’s degree, non-white, female, and
younger than 44 objectively knew less, while self-rated knowledge was lower for those with
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bachelor’s degrees and lower, non-white, fair/poor health, female, and younger than 44. Finally,
individuals of all incomes and insurance status believed that their experience in healthcare would
be worse across all income and insurance statues, even with regard to out-of-pocket costs. This
generalized lack of information, especially in vulnerable populations suggests that state
policymakers may need to do much to ensure consumers make appropriate insurance choices.

How Exchanges Facilitate Choice: Decision-Support Tools
In 2015’s open enrollment period, 1% of individuals selected catastrophic plans, 22%
selected bronze, 67% silver, 7% gold, and 3% platinum plans, but the method by which states
facilitated these choices appears to be a source of both great variation in policy and value to
states (Department of Health and Human Services 2015). To help individuals select appropriate
insurance plans, state-based exchanges have invested in what are called decision-support tools.
The National Committee for Quality Assurance defines a decision-support tool as a tool that
“helps consumers make informed decisions by providing and managing information, clarifying
preferences and presenting the tradeoffs involved in various choices” (NCQA 2012). Such tools
in the health insurance context can take many forms, from a printed page that compares plan
features such as deductibles and premiums to personalized suggestions based on past healthcare
spending to interactive computer-based comparisons which allow the user to sort and filter plans
with a wide variety of factors. To differentiate these types of decision-support tools the NCQA
has three general categories of decision-support tool:
•

“Basic – Report card displaying comparative information on the benefits of
different plans offered.”

•

“Advanced – Personal worksheet that allows consumers to identify and compare
specific features of available plan options.”
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•

“Sophisticated – Computer-based interactive application on internet portal.”

Five of the northeast exchanges currently use sophisticated decision-support tools where
users are able to interact with the list of plans by sorting for plan features or examining plans in
greater detail. Such decision-support tools are some of the most important technical assets
developed by the exchanges (Access Health CT 2014). One exchange, Vermont, uses a fairly
basic decision-support tool: a one page PDF. However, the type of tool is not the only choice
that state policymakers can make that could impact insurance selection. The number of plans,
the default plan selection, how premiums and out-of-pocket costs are framed are all policy
choices which may impact plan choice for the thousands of individuals within the exchanges.
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Literature Review
A Psychological Framework for Insurance Selection
It is important for policymakers to consider the psychology of how individuals select
insurance and how they might make errors. Hibbard and Peters discuss several potential ways of
improving decision-making in the healthcare setting and specifically decisions about health
insurance (Hibbard and Peters 2002). They discuss how health insurance decisions make strong
cognitive demands on consumers due to the use of “technical terms and complex ideas,”
“multiple options for several variables,” and the need to “weigh the various factors according to
individual value, preferences, and needs.” Hibbard and Peters describe several strategies for
improving decision-making, which include decision-support tools, narratives, tailoring plan
information and framing. The authors argue that strategies such as a decision-support tool
lowers the cognitive effort required to make decisions by providing analytical support, while
other strategies such as narratives help consumers connect with their experiences. Tailoring
information can provide both experiential and analytical support.
An individual’s selection of an insurance plan can be affected by a variety of
psychological phenomenon which may lead them to make a mistake, which may be important for
policymakers to consider when designing the user-interface of a health insurance marketplace
(McFadden 2006). Memory, judgment, and decision-making are all important aspects of the
cognitive process of selecting an insurance plan. The relevant ways in which memory can be
distorted include:
•

Availability- memory recall is biased toward the most available information

•

Primacy/recently- recent experiences are more available than distant ones
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•

Reconstructed memory- memories can be partially created through cues in ways which
are not entirely accurate

An individual selecting a health insurance plan might need to remember their past experience
with medical care and health insurance and inaccuracies in retrieving these memories could
therefore bias toward selecting one plan over another. For example, a consumer might
misremember an expensive out-of-network procedure with high cost sharing as not being out of
network, resulting in the consumer potentially considering that carrier to be less generous than
that insurer actually is.
Likewise, judgment and the formation of beliefs and perceptions are also important to
selecting health insurance (McFadden 2006).
•

Anchoring- judgments are influenced by other provided quantitative information

•

Framing- history and context for the decision influence the outcome of the decision

•

Endowment/reference point- status quo that provides a stable reference point that may be
appealing to consumers

•

Prominence- format or ordering of information influences the weight that is given to
different aspects

•

Prospect- asymmetry in how benefits and costs are evaluated
This information is especially important for decision support tools, as the tool has the

power to either help or harm by using these cogitative biases. Offering a Silver Plan as the initial
choice (as Rhode Island chose to do) might lead to anchoring or act as a reference point, which
could bias individuals away from less expensive plans. Prominence is also especially important
as the tools allow for various methods of sorting the relevant plans.
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Furthermore, the decision processes that consumers use can also be affected and biased
by a decision-support tool (McFadden 2006).
•

Awareness- subjective limitation of choice set

•

Construal- misconstrued preferences

•

Disjunction- failure to reason through the consequences of a choice

•

Engagement- limited attention to the task

•

Innumeracy- limited ability to cognitively reason through all options

•

Suspicion- mistrust of others in new situations

An individual selecting from over a hundred healthcare plans might face great levels of
innumeracy, while another individual who is unaware of how deductibles work might select to
use the more available information about the premium. Although an exact understanding of how
these factors impact insurance choice is beyond the scope of the paper, these psychological
phenomena are important to consider in design choices that policymakers make for the
exchanges.

Selecting Insurance in a Laboratory Setting
One important aspect of insurance offerings involves how the number of plans offered
impact the decision choice of the individual (Schram and Sonnemas 2011). One way to test this
is in a laboratory setting. Schram and Sonnemas hypothesize that more options may:
1. Improve insurance choice as individuals are able to have more alternatives, one of
which may fit their needs better
2.

Worsen insurance choice as the alternatives allow selections that are more distant
from the optimal
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3. Worsen insurance choice as more plan options will result in more time being
necessary to select a plan, raising the time cost of deciding upon a plan
In a setting where individuals made choices of mock insurance plans and then encounter
simulated health problems, the researchers found that presentation of a greater number of
insurance options led to less appropriate (poorer) choices by subjects. Individuals generally
made poor choices initially and then changed their desired insurance policy quite frequently,
despite the costs associated with switching plans. These plan switching costs led to suboptimal
outcomes for many participants. The researchers speculated that participants were using a trial
and error approach to determine the best options, when careful consideration and selection of a
plan would have been better for most. The researchers also speculated that increasing the costs
of switching plans might be a good choice for an insurance marketplace since it would make the
costs of a poor insurance selection higher, possibly forcing individuals to deliberate more on
their choices. Slow changes in “health status” in this simulated setting also resulted in nonoptimal outcomes as individuals failed to alter their plans appropriately when their risk of a
health shock only changed by minimal amounts at a time. Individuals were also more likely to
insure themselves appropriately for low-cost, high-probability events than for low-risk, high-cost
events.

Empirical Data
Presenting Price and Subsidy Information
Under the German health insurance system, individuals generally have access to an
exchange containing over 150 insurance companies offering plans that are highly regulated
(Schmitz and Ziebarth 2011). Due to the high level of regulation, the plans are somewhat
standardized and compete mostly on price. In 2009, concerns over individuals making non-
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optimal insurance choices promoted the German legislature to shift the ways in which prices
were represented within the marketplace, shifting from listing prices as a percentage of the user’s
income to the absolute Euro value. Previous to reform, individuals were less price-sensitive with
an annual 120 Euro price increase for a plan leading to only a 16% likelihood increase for plan
shifting. After the change in the way prices were displayed, individuals became twice as likely
to switch for the same 120 Euro increase in premium costs.
Another way that that HIEs display information relates to the advance premium tax
credit. The way in which this credit is displayed may alter consumer behavior as has been shown
within the Medicare Advantage market (Stockley, McGuire et al. 2014). Medicare Advantage
includes a benchmark payment rate, which acts as a standard for Medicare Advantage plan
premiums. Medicare Advantage plans that offer premiums that are below the benchmark
premium are not displayed within the initial plan comparison screen of the Medicare Plan Finder.
The differences in premiums are displayed and when a premium is below that of the benchmark,
the finder displays that the low cost plan is $0 more than the benchmark, when in fact it is less
than the benchmark. To access this information that the premium is indeed lower, individuals
must click the plan and locate the monthly premiums section within the detailed information
screen about that specific plan. Furthermore, this screen does not list the original Part B
premium, so it may be unclear to consumers that such a plan is less expensive than the
benchmark rate. Additionally, since individuals have their premiums automatically deducted
from their Social Security payments, consumers may be unclear as to what their current monthly
premium is. Demand for plans that have below benchmark premiums is less than one would
normally expect as the demand curve kinks at the benchmark price for Medicare Advantage
plans. Carriers have reacted by increasing the generosity of many of their lower priced options
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in order to price them closer to the benchmark. Increasing the benchmark also had little impact
upon premiums except that insurers did continue to make their plans more generous in order to
reach the benchmark level. The implication for state-based exchanges is that if decision-support
tools distort consumer preferences in any way, insurers might react to exploit this distortion.
Irrationality and Poor Choice
Although a decision support tool might help to eliminate some choices for consumers,
there is no guarantee individuals will then select adequate plans. An examination of the selection
of Medicare Part B plans by seniors and their actual medical expenses shows that seniors may be
making mistakes in selecting their plans by using a support tool to screen for certain plan
choices, but then are making an irrational decision (Li and Trivedi 2012). The researchers found
that seniors screen plans by premium, prescription drug coverage, and vision coverage but after
screening, but then make their decision about their specific plan for unclear reasons.
Irrational choice was also shown with plans under the Massachusetts Health Connector
that had greatly varying degrees of generosity with regard to mental health and addiction
treatment services (McGuire and Sinaiko 2010). Those individuals below 100% of FPL had a
maximum copayment of $0 with no cost sharing for outpatient or inpatient mental health
coverage. Yet, when incomes rise to above 200% of FPL, the plans are not as generous with
$250 copays per inpatient stay and $1500 maximum copayment. 1/3rd of those of those with
mental healthcare needs who switched from a no out-of-pocket cost plan to a Connector plan cut
back on mental healthcare, potentially because they did not understand that the Connector plans
might be less generous than Medicaid or other options. Under the exchanges, insurers may be
incentivized to incorporate stringent cost sharing without advertising this to consumers, in order
to reduce costs. Those with certain mental health disorders may also experience more difficulty
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in selecting plans and accessing this information about mental health benefits, facing a barrier
beyond what other individuals who require specialty care might face.
Poor Choices in Employer Based Coverage
The insurance decisions made in privately hosted marketplaces seem to be similarly
flawed to those made in public marketplaces. Workers in the University of Michigan were
offered a choice of several health plans, two of which were provided by a single insurer (Sinaiko
and Hirth 2011). Of these two plans, the HMO offering was dominated by the PPO plan as the
PPO offered the same network with less generous cost sharing at the same price. 35% of all
workers were enrolled in this dominated plan in 2002 as well as 2003. The individuals who
selected the dominated plan were more likely to be male, younger (below 50), and earn less.
Another study that examines health insurance decisions by individuals with employersponsored coverage also showed difficulties for individuals selecting optimal plans (Handel and
Kolstad 2013). Employees selected between two plans a PPO and a high-deductible health plan
(HDHP). Employees were generally poorly informed about the plans with 20% incorrectly
believing that the PPO plan granted access to a wider provider network than the HDHP, while
30% were unsure. The costs of these mistakes were quite high as $2,267 on average was lost by
individuals who falsely believed the PPO provided greater medical access over the HDHP.
Individuals also may have improperly valued their time, as the median consumer would have
saved $119 for every hour spent deciding between the two plans. Individuals in this study were
not exactly representative of the exchange population with the majority being male, young, and
fairly wealthy.
Individuals in this study population also displayed wide ignorance of the specific details
of their health plans. Only 27% could correctly identify their deductible, 19% their coinsurance,
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18% their out-of-pocket maximum, 37% their own health spending (Handel and Kolstad 2013).
Individuals were also not entirely confident in their decision with 36% very confident, 44%
somewhat confident, and 20% not confident. There was also a difference in information level
with those selecting a HDHP being generally more informed than those selecting the PPO.
The Problem of Flawed Decision-Aids
Data from reform in the privatized Mexican Social Security system might provide
evidence to inform the discussion here over health insurance since consumers are also
purchasing a complex, privately offered product (Duarte and Hastings 2012). Initially,
consumers were generally not price sensitive to investment fees and frequently selected plans
that were essentially identical in their benefits but had higher fees. Plans with incredibly high
investment fees persisted within the market, even though there were objectively better options
than these high-fee plans. To assist consumers in selecting plans with lower fees, the federal
government created an official fee index, which combined several types of fees into one index
that could be more easily understood by consumers. This was an attempt to “nudge” consumers
in order to select more optimal plans.
Yet, the index was somewhat flawed in that it did not include all of the potential fees,
which meant that the index did not always correspond to the true cost of the fees (Duarte and
Hastings 2012). Consumers reacted to this change by becoming incredibly price sensitive to the
fee index. However, consumers commonly selected higher cost plans that had better index
values instead of lower cost plans, likely assuming that the index was an adequate measure of
costs. Most interestingly, firms reacted to this shift as by attempting to game the system by
adjusting their fees to improve index scores, while also increasing overall fees charged to
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consumers. Furthermore, these fees were not evenly distributed with those who were poorer
generally making worse choices and paying more in fees than those who were wealthy.

Adverse Selection
Health insurance faces a fundamental tension: risk is only able to be spread across
individuals if they are unable to adversely select with their insurance purchase (Zeckhauser
1970). If consumers segment themselves into purchasing insurance determined by individual
risk, this reduces the value of insurance, creating welfare loss for all. If an exchange had the
ability to perfectly facilitate individual choice, it may desire to not due so in order to prevent this
from occurring.
A study by Handel examined a firm to see to what extent improving individual choice
would lead to increased adverse selection (Handel 2013). The firm offered one PPO plan and
four HMO plans, and this intervention forced employees to select a new plan instead of
defaulting to an older plan. The average employee reduced their total spending on healthcare by
$2,032, yet these benefits were short-lived as increased adverse selection resulted in changes in
premiums, which ended up reducing total welfare for employees by 7.7%, meaning that workers
as a whole were actually worse off when their ability to choose appropriate health insurance
plans was improved.
A second study by Handel and now Kolstad modeled the barriers to choice that
employees faced within an employer sponsored health insurance plan where employees selected
either a PPO or an HDPH (Handel and Kolstad 2013). The model that the researchers created
likewise showed that if friction costs were removed (such as the cost of time spent to reach a
decision) employees would again be exposed to greater risk, roughly doubling welfare loss due
to adverse selection.
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Medicare Part D
Medicare Part D, officially known as the Medicare Prescription Drug Benefit, was
created as a portion of the Medicare Mobilization Act of 2003. Under Part D, seniors select one
of a variety of insurance options, provided by private business. Abaluck and Gruber examined
seniors’ selections of Part D plans and compared those results with their actual pharmaceutical
expenditures, both looking retrospectively and prospectively (Abaluck and Gruber 2011).
Seniors generally made poor choices of their Part D plans; only 12.2% chose an optimal plan
that would have minimized their total spending. On average, seniors could have saved 30.9% of
their total pharmaceutical spending if they had selected the lowest-cost plan. Even if seniors are
particularly risk-adverse and would desire to purchase extra insurance to reduce their overall
risk, 70% of seniors could have selected a plan with lower total costs while not increasing their
risk of high out-of-pocket costs. The average enrollee could have saved 23.3% of their total
expenditures by selecting a different plan with equivalent risk. Abaluck and Gruber did find that
seniors did make good decisions about selecting plans with lower premiums, lower out-of-pocket
costs, and better quality. Yet, they found that seniors over-weighted premiums when compared
to total out-of-pocket costs, overvalue plan characteristics more than their own financial risk, as
well as again often forgoing risk-reducing plans. Seniors were quite sensitive to price increases
where increases in plan premiums of $100 resulted in a 50% decrease in plan selection, leading
to a calculated demand elasticity of -1.17.
The choice that seniors made in this study does in some way parallel the choices that a
consumer in a health insurance exchange might make. The number of plans available ranged
from 27 to 70 by county with an average of 48. However, the Medicare Part D plans do differ in
scope somewhat from plans offered under an HIM. The average premium paid for Medicare Part
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D after enrollment was $287, total drug spending was $1,711, and out-of-pocket spending was
$666. The study population was also quite different than what we would expect for exchange
enrollment, as the average age was 75 years, three-fifths were female, and they made on average
of 34 claims per year.
A recent study by Ketcham et al. found that seniors continue to select non-optimal plans,
although the gap between the optimal plan and the selected plan has declined (Ketcham,
Lucareeli et al. 2012). Using data from CMS and CVS Caremark, the investigators showed that
the difference between the chosen and the optimal plan decreased by an average of $300 between
2006 -2007 and 2012. Overspending was still widespread, with 81% of the sample not selecting
an optimal plan. Those individuals who had non-optimal plans were less likely to have switched
plans recently, suggesting that there might be some inertia which leads to continued poor plan
choice. Older individuals as well as those with Alzheimer’s were actually more likely to
improve their plan choice, which the researchers hypothesize is the result of institutional and
family support that increases at greater age or with an Alzheimer’s diagnosis.
Another 2012 study with a similar methodology showed that only 5.2% selected an
optimal plan with average overspending of $368 and with 22% of beneficiaries missing out on at
least $500 in annual savings (Zhou and Zhang 2012). This study found that those aged more
than 84 overspent more, as did whites. Alzheimer’s was again associated with lower wasted
spending. The majority of this over spending again resulted from overspending on premiums
and not high out-of-pocket costs, slightly conflicting with the results of Abaluck and Gruber.
However, these results do show some changes in CMS policy with the number of available plans
reduced to a range of only twenty-five to thirty-six across the counties.
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In the Medicare Part D program there is also concern over comparison friction, or the gap
between information that the consumer uses and the information available (Kling, Mullainathan
et al. 2011). One experiment compared the standard online/offline selection process with that of
an additional intervention of a mailing with personalized cost-information for Part D plans. This
intervention did not create new information, as the information was accessible online, but the
researchers provided this information directly, instead of having seniors access it themselves.
The impact of this intervention was extensive with 28% of those in the intervention group
switching plans compared to only 17% in the comparison group (Kling, Mullainathan et al.
2011). The average decline in costs for the intervention group was $100. Those individuals who
were not satisfied with their plans were more likely to save money, as well as those who were
less educated. Among those who did switch plans as a result of the intervention, savings
averaged $1030. Even more significantly, the seniors themselves generally underestimated their
potential savings by switching plans. 70% underestimated the amount that they would save, with
an average underestimate being $400 less than the true value that they would save. This suggests
that seniors may decide to not expend as much effort on selecting plans as would be optimal,
since they underestimate the benefit of such an effort. The individuals within this population
were similar to that of the Abaluck and Gruber study: mostly white, average age of 75, twothirds women, two-thirds married, and half college graduates.
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Website Qualitative Assessment
Within the northeast health insurance exchanges, there exists quite a range of design
choices the relate to the exchanges’ decision-support tools such as the number and types of plans
that are available, the range of plan costs, the order in which plans are first displayed, the ability
to sort or filter plan choice, as well as the aesthetics of the information provided about each plan.
Some of the initial choices that a policymaker might decide involve the plans themselves that are
offered within the marketplace. Much as Massachusetts made important decisions with regard to
the plans that they offered with the exchange in the time before the ACA was passed, the other
northeast states had to make similar choices as to what plans would be offered in their
exchanges. An overview of the plan features in the five states is shown in Table A, below:
Table A, Overview of Plan Features1
CT
Carriers
Available
Plans
Minimum
Premium
Maximum
Premium
Range

MA

MD

NY

RI

VT

4

9

7

31

3

2

41

108

53

145

20

18

$131

$133

$113

$143

$157

$360

$331

$656

$348

$741

$300

$647

$200

$523

$235

$599

$143

$287

These decisions show some high-level design choices made by state policymakers in the
number of plans they allow insurers to offer as well as the number of insurers they allow into the
exchange. Connecticut, Maryland, Rhode Island, and Vermont offer relatively few plans with
limited numbers of carriers, while Massachusetts and especially New York over greater numbers
of choices. Another consideration is the premiums within the exchange, which may act as a

1

The numbers displayed below are for that of a single, 25-year-old individual, living it the
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frame. Again, Massachusetts and New York appear to allow greater range in plan costs with
some of the most expensive plans on any of the northeast exchanges. Vermont appears to also
offer higher end plans as well, but the lower end plans are also expensive in Vermont, likely due
to the lack of age rating for those enrolling in the Vermont exchange (Stein 2013).
Sorting Plans
Another high-level design feature involves the ability of users to sort plans based on
certain types of information. There is much state variation, as illustrated in Table B, below.
Allowing users to sort by this information suggest both that such information is important and
that individuals should use it to a make their choice.
Table B, Sort/Filer Functions
Premium
Medal Level
Annual Deductible
Carrier
Quality
Max OOP Cost
Out of Newark Coverage

CT
X
X
X
X
X

MA
X
X

MD
X
X
X
X
X

NY

RI

X

X
X

VT

X
X

X
X

Ordering Plans
As shown in Table C, below, there is much variation in how individuals are able to filter
with the Vermont static decision-support tool offering no options. Similarly, the exchanges offer
different ways to order the plans that then are displayed; almost all allowing ordering by
premium while Connecticut and Maryland offer a wider variety of options.
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Table C, Order Functions
Premium
Medal Level
Annual Deductible
Carrier
Quality

CT
X
X
X
X
X

MA
X

MD
X
X
X
X
X

NY
X

RI
X2

VT

Details of Decision-Support Tools by State
Access Health CT
The Connecticut decision-support tool offers plans ordered by initially premium with the
ability to also order by four other plan features: metal level, annual deductible, carrier and
quality rating. Boxes on the left allow users to filter plans by values within those five previous
plan features. Connecticut also has a plan comparison tool that allows users to compare up to
three options with details not listed on the initial page, a feature that is common between all the
interactive decision-support tools.

2

Although Rhode Island does sort by premiums it does so in a more complicated way than from

low to high cost as the other exchanges do, as will be described later.
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Figure A, Connecticut Decision-Support Tool
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Figure B, Connecticut Plan Comparison Tool

Connecticut’s Access Health CT website has a unique feature incorporated in its website
and the decision-support tool itself: an animated avatar that guides the user by either indicating
links that can allow the user to achieve specific tasks or by providing relevant information. The
user clicks the avatar which then responds with audio, animation, and highlighting of relevant
parts of the website. Most significantly, within the decision-support tool, users can access
definitions of relevant terms, information about the health system, etc. that may further aid the
user in making their choice of health plan.
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Figure C, Connecticut Avatar Guide

Maryland Health Connection
The Maryland decision-support tool bears an almost identical resemblance to that of
Access Health CT, as it is in fact the same decision-support tool. After the failure of the
Maryland Health Connection website, Connecticut officials released their software to Maryland
(Davis and Flaherty 2014) (Johnson 2014). Although there are some minor, mostly cosmetic
differences (the lack of the animated avatar being one), the only major difference in the decisionsupport tools involves the plans available to users.
Massachusetts Health Connector
Although Massachusetts decision-support tool bears some similarities to the Connecticut
and Maryland decision support tools, there are important differences. The decision-support tool
similarly ranks by premium but with a far greater ability to select certain plan features in detail.
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Instead of only sorting by plan information, individuals can select certain monetary ranges for
plan features such as deductible and annual out-of-pocket expenses.
Figure D, Massachusetts Health Connector

However, unlike the Connecticut tool, the Massachusetts tool does not bury this
complexity and presents it immediately to the consumer. As such the Massachusetts exchange
provides probably the most information to users at one time, excluding perhaps the Vermont
exchange.
New York State of Health
New York offers a decision-support tool in a format that is similar to that of Connecticut,
Maryland, and Massachusetts, but it differs greatly visually contains a larger number of options
than these other states. New York provides a similar number of options for filtering than the
other exchanges but in a visual style that takes up a large amount of space at the top of the page.
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Figure E, New York Filter Options

The plans themselves are listed below in a similar style with wide spacing and one piece
of information in each column. One interesting aspect of the New York plans is that may be
slightly harder to directly compare plans of different medal levels due to the vast number of
available plans. Individuals would need to first select a plan of one medal level and then
navigate by resorting plans using the top options (otherwise users would need to select next page
several times, since only ten plans are displayed at a time).
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Figure F, New York Plans

Comments about the New York exchange which were a part of the experimental sample
that mentioned the decision-support tool were either negative or expressed confusion over plan
choices:
•

“This website is overwhelming. I feel like it would take most of a day to properly
sift through all of the options and then I would still have questions.”

•

“I picked the plan that looked well rounded for an adult. Some were labeled
pediatric dental and others said things like accupuncture [sic]. The plan I picked
looked like a traditional adult plan.”

•

“the descriptions are confusing. i chose as i did [sic] because the most expensive
plan did not seem better than this one”
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HealthSource RI
The HealthSource RI likely is the most distinctive decision-support tool among the other
interactive tools. It provides plan details sooner in the process than others, in fact, after the
consumer enters their age, the plan details immediately appear. The user is then prompted to
enter their income for subsidy eligibility on a bar left of the plans, followed by sliders to help
determine plan generosity which will be discussed momentarily.
Yet, unlike the other decision-support tools, the ordering of the plans offered is not by
premium, beginning with the lowest. Instead, Rhode Island defaults to showing silver plans first,
followed by gold, then bronze, and finally the one catastrophic plan. Furthermore, Rhode Island
does not order plans within this medal level entirely based on premium. The three top spots for
each medal level contain the lowest premium plan of that level for each insurer, ordered by
premium. For example, the silver plans are ordered Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhode Island,
($192/month), UnitedHealthcare ($213/month), Blue Cross Blue Shield of Rhode Island
($224/month), which are then followed by plans of increasing premiums beginning with the least
expensive plan that has not yet been ranked which is Neighborhood Health Plan of Rhode Island,
($204/month). By using this system, individuals see plans from each of the three careers before
they even see second least expensive silver plan on the exchange.
Although users can filter the plans by medal level and carrier, Rhode Island has a unique
method for helping to determine which medal level of plans should be suggested. Consumers
can move three sliders that will then reorder plans based on their suggestions, moving another
medal level to the top:
•

“How frequently do you or your family use medical services?” Ranges from
infrequent to frequent
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•

“Does anyone in your family have a chronic condition or illness — like asthma or
diabetes – that you need to take special medicine, or need to see a doctor often
for?” Ranges from no conditions to many conditions

•

“Would you rather pay less each month or pay less out of your pocket when you
need health services?” Ranges from less each month to less for services
Figure G, Rhode Island Decision-Support Tool with Sliders

Each slider has five possible positions with default locations in the middle position.
Again, the exchange defaults to displaying silver plans first if the sliders remain in the middle. If
the sliders move an aggregate of three spots to the right (moving each one to the right by one
spot, moving one two spots to the right and one other one spot, or moving two to the right by two
spots and one to the left by one spot), then the plan will display gold first, followed by silver,
bronze, and catastrophic. Likewise, moving the sliders an aggregate of three spots to the left will
display bronze, then silver, gold, and catastrophic. Surprisingly, even selecting the most minimal
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insurance options on the sliders will still result in bronze plans being displayed first, not
catastrophic. This suggests that the designers of the exchange may not want consumers to select
such a plan since the single catastrophic plan is always at the bottom of the search results, no
matter the options selected.
Rhode Island also uses a plan comparison tool that allows a maximum of four plans to be
compared with details such as HSA qualification, size of network, co-insurance/co-pays, and
prescription drug overage. Finally, the Rhode Island decision support does not provide
information about cost sharing or many other plan features on its initial page, but it does include
potential annual cost, deductible, and maximum out-of-pocket expenses. The annual cost ranges
from a “low” (the premium over twelve months) to “high” (the premium over twelve months
plus the out-of-pocket maximum).
Vermont Health Connect
Vermont Health Connect takes an approach far different than any of the other decision
support tools as it uses a non-interactive basic tool rather than the interactive (NCQA classified
as sophisticated) tools used by the other exchanges. There are two major methods for individuals
to select health plans: The first method is select a medal level and then view a PDF that
compares the plans of the medal level. There are eight total PDFs that contain plan information,
including four PDFs that compare silver plans with cost-sharing reductions. The link to each
PDF is accompanied by a short description of that medal level, such as “Platinum & Gold Plans
– plans with higher monthly premiums and lower out-of-pocket costs.”
The second method and the only way that individuals can directly compare plan details is
to access a one page PDF which lists all eighteen plans from two carriers. Plans are listed at the
top (by medal level) while the rows contain information such as the medical and prescription
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deductibles, co-insurance/co-pay for office visits, urgent care, ER visits, etc. in some detail.
However, the table contains 29 rows of information for each of twelve types of plans, leading to
a total of 348 cells of information for the consumer to consider.

Stacked

Stacked

N/A
Cost before subsidy

$541.75
$572.84
$1,083.50
$1,145.68
$1,045.58
$1,105.58
$1,522.32
$1,609.68

N/A
Cost before subsidy

$624.18
$646.77
$1,248.36
$1,293.54
$1,204.67
$1,248.27
$1,753.95
$1,817.42

$465.61
$484.95
$931.22
$969.90
$898.63
$935.95
$1,308.36
$1,362.71

Cost before subsidy

N/A

30-day supply

$45
$60
$100
Ded then $250
Ded then 40%
Ded then 40%

$25

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

5

$12
Ded then $50
Ded then 50%

30-day supply

30-day supply

6

$1,250/$2,5006

$5,100/$10,200

Rx Generic
N

$5
Ded then $40
Ded then 50%

$25
$45
$50
$150
Ded then 20%
Ded then 20%

$20
$40
$50
$100
Ded then 10%
Ded then 10%
$5
$40
50%

$0
$15

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

$10

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

5

Rx Generic
N
$4,250/$8,500
$1,250/$2,500

$10067

$507

N
$1,900/$3,8006
Prev, OV, UC,
Amb

Individual / Family

Silver

Prev
See above

See above

Prev

See above

Y - $2,000/$4,000

$1,550/$3,1006
See above

Can pair with HSA
Individual / Family

Can pair with HSA
Individual / Family

Bronze HDHP

Silver HDHP

Stacked

$395.78
$382.35
$791.56
$764.70
$763.86
$737.94
$1,112.14
$1,074.40

Cost before subsidy

N/A

Ded then $20
Ded then $80
Ded then 60%

30-day supply

Ded then $80
Ded then $100
Ded then $100
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%

Ded then $35

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

5

Aggregate

$436.20
$456.19
$872.40
$912.38
$841.87
$880.45
$1,225.72
$1,281.89

Cost before subsidy

N/A

Ded8 then $10
Ded8 then $40
Ded then 50%

30-day supply

Ded then 20%
Ded then 20%
Ded then 20%
Ded then 20%
Ded then 20%
Ded then 20%

Ded then 10%

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

5

Aggregate

$384.02
$390.03
$768.04
$780.06
$741.16
$752.76
$1,079.10
$1,095.98

Cost before subsidy

N/A

Ded8 then $12
Ded8 then 40%
Ded then 60%

30-day supply

Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%

Ded then 50%

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

5

Not waived
Rx Wellness
Rx Wellness
Y-$6,350/$12,700 Y-$5,750/$11,5006 Y-$6,250/$12,500
S
See above
See above
See above
e
$1,250/$2,500
$1,300/$2,600
$1,300/$2,6006

$3007

Prev

N
$3,500/$7,000

Individual / Family

Bronze

Aggregate

See above

Aggregate

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

5

$1,250/$2,5006

Ded then $5
Ded then 40%
Ded then 60%

30-day supply

Ded then $50
Ded then $50
Ded then $50
Ded then $250
Ded then $1,750
Ded then $1,750

See above

Ded8 then $25
Ded8 then 40%
Ded then 60%

30-day supply

Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%

Ded then 50%

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

Aggregate5

$1,300/$2,600

$428.14
$856.28
$826.31
$1,203.07

$987.74
$953.17
$1,387.77

Cost before subsidy

$493.87

Cost before subsidy

$1,012.98

$695.75

$720.98

$360.49

Cost before subsidy

Up to $300 in wellness rewards per adult

Ded then $5
Ded then 40%
Ded then 60%

30-day supply

Ded then $30
Ded then $30
Ded then $30
Ded then $250
Ded then $500
Ded then $500

Rx Wellness

See above

Prev

See above

Y - $5,000/$10,000

Individual / Family

Can pair with HSA

Bronze CDHP

Y-$6,250/$12,5006 Y-$6,250/$12,500

Not waived

See above

$2,000/$4,0006
See above
Prev,
3 PCP/MH OV

Individual / Family

Silver

3 visits per person (up to 9 per family) with
no cost. Then deductible applies with co-pay
of $20 (Gold) or $30 (Silver)

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

5

$1,250/$2,500

See above

Y-$4,250/$8,500

Not waived

See above

See above
Prev,
3 PCP/MH OV

Y - $1,250/$2,500

Individual / Family

Gold

BCBSVT only

N
$750/$1,500
Prev, OV, UC,
Amb, ER

Individual / Family

Gold

Blue Rewards

Standard Plans

$250/$5006

Prev, PCP/MH

N
$1,800/$3,6006

Individual / Family

Silver

MVP only
Bronze

$200/$400

Prev

N
$3,000/$6,000

Individual / Family

Ded then $12
Ded then $40
Ded then 50%

Ded then $20
Ded then $90
Ded then 60%

30-day supply

Ded then $100
Ded then $100
Ded then $100
Ded then 50%
Ded then 50%
Varies by service

Ded then $30

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

$1,618.62

$1,111.72

$1,152.04

$576.02

Cost before subsidy

$1,292.85

$887.97

$920.18

$460.09

Cost before subsidy

$1,089.77

$748.49

$775.64

$387.82

Cost before subsidy

VBID Rx co-pay of $1/$3, up to $50 in wellness rewards

$5
Ded then $40
Ded then 50%

30-day supply

Varies by service

Varies by service
30-day supply

Ded then $50
Ded then $60
Ded then $100
Ded then $250
Ded then 50%

$15

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

$30
$45
Ded then $50
Ded then $200
Ded then 20%

$5

$0

Co-insurance (%) /
Co-pay ($)

VBID, Rx Generic
VBID
VBID
Y-$6,600/$13,200
N
N
6
$5,300/$10,600 $5,300/$10,600
See above
$1,300/$2,600
$1,300/$2,600
$1,300/$2,6006
5
5
Stacked
Stacked
Stacked5

$100/$200

Prev, OV, UC

N
$350/$700

Individual / Family

Gold

VT Vitality Plus

Interested in the cost after subsidy?
Most Vermonters who use Vermont Health Connect qualify for financial help to reduce their costs.
To see if you qualify, visit the Subsidy Estimator at
http://info.healthconnect.vermont.gov/subsidy_estimator or call 1-855-899-9600 (toll-free).

BCBSVT & MVP

Vermont Health Connect
2015 Plan Designs & Monthly Premiums (before subsidy)

Abbreviations-- Ded: Deductible, Rx: Prescription Drugs, OV: Office Visits, UC: Urgent Care, Amb: Ambulance, ER: Emergency Room, VBID: Value-Based Insurance Design.
Glossary-- Find definitions for VBID, Stacked, Aggregated, Integrated, and other terms at http://info.healthconnect.vermont.gov/glossary.
Footnotes
1 Specialist co-pay also applies to PT/ST/OT, vision, and any alternative medicine benefits, per plan benefits.
Plan details -- Different plans cover specific drugs and services in different ways. For specifics, contact BCBSVT (800-247-2583) or MVP (800-TALK-MVP).
2 ER co-pay is waived if admitted.
3 Hospital Services are inpatient (including surgery, ICU/NICU, maternity, skilled nursing facilities, mental health, and substance abuse); outpatient (including ambulatory surgery centers); and radiology (MRI, CT, PET). This cost-sharing will also include physician and anesthesia costs, per plan benefits.
4 Each insurance carrier classifies drugs according to its own formulary. To see if a specific drug qualifies for the Generic or Preferred co-pays, view the formularies at www.VermontHealthConnect.gov and click on "Health Plans" or contact BCBSVT (800-247-2583) or MVP (800-TALK-MVP).
5 With an aggregate family deductible, your family must meet the family deductible before the plan pays benefits. With a stacked deductible, the plan pays benefits once you meet either your individual deductible or your family deductible.
6 If you purchase a Silver plan and your income qualifies for cost-sharing reductions (for example, up to $71,550 for a family of four), your deductible and max. out-of-pocket could be lower than the figures stated above. To learn more, go to www.VermontHealthConnect.gov and click on "Health Plans."
7 BCBSVT Standard Gold/Silver/Bronze plans have a $50/$100/$300 Rx Deductible per person, while MVP Standard Gold/Silver/Bronze plans have an Rx Deductible of $50/$100/$300 for a single plan or $100/$200/$600 for all other tiers.
8 With High Deductible Health Plans (HDHPs), you do not have to pay the deductible for Wellness prescriptions. See the BCBSVT and MVP lists of Wellness drugs at www.VermontHealthConnect.gov and click on "Health Plans."

Rx Generic4
Rx Preferred Brand4
Rx Non-Preferred Brand4
Additional Benefits
Wellness Benefits
Premiums by Tier
BCBSVT
Single
MVP
BCBSVT
Couple
MVP
BCBSVT
Parent and
Child(ren)
MVP
BCBSVT
Family
MVP

Emergency Room (ER) 2
Hospital
Inpatient
Services3
Outpatient
Prescription (Rx) Drug Coverage

Preventive (Prev)
PCP or Mental Health
Office Visit
(PCP/MH)
(OV)
Specialist1
Urgent Care (UC)
Ambulance (Amb)

Service Category (Examples)

Stacked or Aggregate?
Stacked

N/A ($0 Ded)
N
$1,250/$2,500
$1,250/$2,500

Waived for:
Integrated?
Medical
Prescription (Rx)

Max. Out-ofPocket
(MOOP)
5

$0

(see abbreviations below)

Prescription (Rx) Ded

5

N
$150/$300
Prev, OV, UC,
Amb, ER

Integrated Ded?
Medical Ded
Waived for:

Deductible
(Ded)

Individual / Family

Deductible/Max. Out-of-Pocket

Platinum

All Vermont Health Connect plans cover the same set of Essential Health
Benefits. The difference lies in the plan designs, which determine how you
For a glossary of health insurance terms visit:
pay for those benefits. Standard plans have the same designs across
http://info.healthconnect.vermont.gov/glossary
insurance
carriers, while Blue Rewards and Vitality Plus plans were uniquely
designed by the carriers, with a focus on wellness.
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Figure H, Vermont Plan Designs and Monthly Premiums
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Not unexpectedly, the comments that users randomized to Vermont Health Connect made
were quite negative:
•

“It was a lot to compare.”

•

“Reading that chart with all the insurance plans was CONFUSING. It's no wonder
the general public hates insurance companies. I simply went with the lowest
deductible, lowest max out of pocket plan. It's too confusing otherwise. Insurance
is a scam.”

•

“That was an EXTREMELY confusing chart to try to decipher...”

•

“I think it was the cheapest cost. The chart was very hard to look at and was very
overwhelming.”

•

“Seems really confusing, I chose I high deductible because i'm not expecting any
usage.”

•

“This chart is so "busy" it's nearly impossible to use.”

Finally, although consumers are able to calculate their premium tax credit and availability
of reduced cost-sharing plans using a calculator, this information is not connected to the PDFs.
Consumers need to record or remember the subsidy and then subtract in order to calculate their
actual premium, while examining the PDFs displaying the plans.

Language Features
Another important method of supporting insurance choice may be to provide support for
those who may prefer languages other than English. The northeastern states that maintain statebased exchanges contain varying numbers of individuals who speak limited English, as shown in
Table D, below. All of the exchanges except Vermont allows for at least partial translation of
the exchange website into Spanish. However, for the decision-support tool itself, English is the
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only option for all the exchanges except for Connecticut and Maryland, which provide Spanish
translation. With terms such as deductible or coinsurance, those without a strong grounding in
English may experience some additional challenges.
Table D, Select US Census Data on Language (US Census Bureau 2013)
Foreign Born population
Speak language other than
English at home
Limited English Proficient

CT
MA
MD
NY
RI
VT
13.6% 15.0% 14.0% 22.1% 13.1% 4.1%
21.5% 21.9% 16.7% 29.9% 21.1% 5.2%
8.4%

8.9%

6.4%

13.4% 8.7%

1.5%

Mobile Sites and Apps
Another consideration for policymakers are the individuals who access exchange
websites though mobile devices. This is especially a concern for vulnerable populations. For
example, Black Americans are more likely to use smartphones than Whites (Smith 2014). All of
the northeast exchanges maintain sites that work on mobile devices, but only the Connecticut
exchange allows individuals to select plans through a dedicated mobile interface: an app for
Apple iOS and Android. The Massachusetts and Rhode Island mobile websites direct users to
the full version of the website in order to select plans, while the Maryland, New York, and
Vermont exchanges do not provide such guidance. Within the Connecticut app, individuals can
see plan choices and access detailed information, as well as filter selections. Although
individuals cannot use side-by-side comparisons as occurs in the full webpage, the remaining
functionality of the full decision-support tool appears to be entirely functional.
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Figures I and J, Access Health CT App
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Experimental Assessment of Decision-Support Tools
Study Design
Although these decision-support tools vary greatly in design, what is likely the best way
to access decision-support tool effectiveness is to see how well individuals are able to select
plans with the exchange itself. In order to compare how effectively exchanges facilitate the
purchase of insurance, a randomized trial was conducted with an online sample. Individuals
were provided with a randomized fictional scenario, selected a health insurance plan within a
randomized state-based exchanged, and then surveyed about their experience, health insurance
knowledge, and demographic background.
Participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service and compensated $1
for completing the survey. The Mechanical Turk service allows users to independently complete
“Human Intelligence Tasks” such as surveys, transcription, photo tagging or other tasks in
exchange for payments, and past experience with similar surveys show that data quality is
relatively high (Buhrmester, Kwang et al. 2011). Users for this study needed to be verified to be
living within the United States to better simulate the potential population who will use the health
insurance exchanges and must have also completed at least 100 previous Human Intelligence
Tasks to avoid any new users who may have difficulties with the Mechanical Turk website.
Individuals were asked to follow a link from Mechanical Turk to the Qualtrics hostedsurvey itself where they were randomized to one of five states and one of two prompts with ten
total different survey treatments. Connecticut, Massachusetts, New York, Rhode Island, and
Vermont were the possible states with Maryland omitted due to its similarity to Connecticut’s
decision-support tool. Survey participants were informed that they would be selecting plans
based on a fictional scenario and they should choose an insurance plan based on the needs for
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that individual in the scenario. Again, there were two possible prompts but each began in similar
fashion. Both scenarios had individuals who were 25-years-old, made $40,000 annually, the
only members of their household, and not pregnant. The scenario individuals were also residents
of the county that contains the capital city for that state.
Then the scenarios began to differ with the health status of the individuals. One prompt
suggested that the individual is not in need of that much insurance coverage (hereafter referred to
as the low insurance prompt) with the text “You have no major health problems, visit the doctor
rarely, and have no reason believe that you will need much healthcare in the upcoming year.”
The other scenario suggested a far less robust health status (hereafter referred to as the high
insurance prompt), “You have some health problems, visit the doctor frequently, and believe that
you will need much healthcare in the upcoming year.”
The reasoning behind these scenarios was to create a situation that was easily
understandable for the participant so that any weaknesses in their decision-making would likely
not be caused by mistakes unrelated to the decision-support tool itself. The age of 25 years made
individuals eligible for catastrophic plans. $40,000 of annual income was selected for two
reasons. One, it would not complicate the decision about health plan by introducing advanced
premium tax credits which could introduce greater variation and would have made Vermont far
less testable as individuals would have needed to visit two separate web pages. Two, $40,000 is
not an unsubstantial income but one that could be easily adversely impacted by selecting too
generous of a health insurance plan or facing too much out-of-pocket spending, meaning that a
range of medal level choices could be financially viable options but with some income restraint.
After being shown the scenario, individuals were then reminded of the relevant
information that they would need to enter on the website in a shorted form in the order they
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would need to enter the information, for example “(Hartford County, age 25, not pregnant, only
member of the household, $40,000 income).” Participants were then directed to a link, which
would open a new tab or window with the decision-support tool. It is also important to note that
this experience was slightly different for each exchange with different information sometimes
being necessary (such as smoking status) and different methods for accessing the support tool on
the exchange website.
Participants would then select a plan and return to the survey to enter the carrier, name of
the plan, and the medal level of the plan. Data entries about the carrier and plan name were not
analyzed since carriers varied so greatly from state to state and the name of the plan was
sometimes entered incorrectly (with responses such as “hmo bronze” or “blue cross” being
uncommon but not entirely absent). Both these questions were included to incentivize
individuals to actually visit the exchange website and select a plan instead of merely entering
nonsense. No participant’s survey results were rejected due to a lack of coherence in plan
choice; individuals were told that they would be paid regardless of survey completion within the
informed consent provided at the beginning of the survey, as directed by Yale IRB guidelines.
Finally, the time that individuals spent deciding and entering the information based on their
choice was also measured.
Individuals were then asked how important each of the seven factors were for picking
selecting a plan, using a five-point scale. These factors were: Deductible, Premium, Copay,
Coinsurance, Out-of-Pocket Maximum, Carrier/Network, and Medal Level. The respondents’
confidence in selecting an appropriate plan was then assessed, asking them to rate on a scale
from 0 to 100. The survey then allowed participants to make optional comments about why they
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selected the plan that they did; 153 of the 403 participants made such comments, suggesting a
degree of personal investment in the survey by the participants.
The participants’ satisfaction with the decision-support tool was then assessed on a fivepoint scale; a N/A option was included since several of the listed features did not exist in all
exchanges (time to select a plan, ability to sort by plan features, information about quality, and
the overall experience). Participants were then asked to self-rate their knowledge of the
insurance terms used earlier in the study, on a five-point scale. Demographic information
(gender, US residency, health insurance status, age, and highest level of education) was also
collected.
The survey was granted an IRB exemption by the Yale University Human Subject
Committee (IRB Protocol Number #1504015596), and the data were analyzed with a copy of
SAS 9.3.

Results
Four hundred and three (403) individuals completed the survey. Random assignment of
these individuals among the ten experimental groups resulted in distribution shown in Table E
below:
Table E, Count by State and Insurance Level

High Insurance
Low Insurance
Total

CT
40
39
79

MA
41
36
77

NY
39
38
77

RI
41
54
95

VT
40
35
75

Total
201
202
403

The primary outcome measure was how likely individuals assigned to each group were
likely to select an appropriate for their assigned scenario (using a methodology to be described
later). Secondary outcome measures were the users self-rated experience selecting a plan (rated
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on a scale from one to five with five being the best possible experience), their confidence in their
choice (rated from zero to 100), and overall the generosity of the selected plan (determined by
medal level selected with one indicating a catastrophic plan and five a platinum plan).
. For the participants whose prompt was a healthy individual with low insurance needs,
individuals generally selected plans that corresponded to that health status, with 38% selecting a
bronze plan. However, a decent proportion selected platinum (9%) and gold (20%) plans, with
29% in total selecting these more costly plans. However, this distribution was not consistent
across the five states as shown in Table F below:
Table F, % in each Medal Level, Low Insurance
CT
MA
NY
RI
VT
Total

Catastrophic
46%
14%
8%
4%
0%
14%

Bronze
31%
50%
63%
30%
23%
38%

Silver
5%
14%
13%
30%
23%
18%

Gold
15%
14%
13%
33%
20%
20%

Platinum
3%
8%
3%
4%
34%
9%

For example, individuals assigned to Connecticut selected the catastrophic plan the most,
while those assigned to New York preferred bronze plans and those assigned to Vermont chose
the platinum plan the most.
Results differed for the participants whose prompt was a less healthy person with higher
insurance needs, as shown in Table G, below:
Table G, % in each Medal Level, High Insurance
CT
MA
NY
RI
VT
Total

Catastrophic
18%
24%
3%
5%
0%
10%

Bronze
40%
59%
67%
27%
25%
43%

Silver
8%
10%
8%
39%
25%
18%

Gold
28%
5%
21%
24%
28%
21%

Platinum
8%
2%
3%
5%
23%
8%
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Individuals assigned to the high insurance group also selected bronze plans most
frequently (except in Rhode Island and Vermont), and even more than those assigned to the low
insurance group. There was also large variation among the states as also occurred in the low
insurance group.
A series of t-tests with a Bonferroni correction of the average medal level selected
yielded several significant differences between the treatment groups, as shown in Table H,
below. In only two states (New York and Rhode Island) did the difference between the high and
low groups reach the level of significance. Individuals assigned to the Rhode Island high
insurance group seemed to pick plans of a higher medal level (more generous plans) than those
assigned to most other groups as occurred with both Vermont’s high and low groups.
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Table H, Medal Level in Choice3
CT
High Low

MA
High Low

NY
High Low

RI
High

Low

VT
High Low

High

-

.7

.1

.8

-.2

.6

-.9

.1

-1.1

-.7

Low

-.7

-

-.6

.1

-.9

-.1

-1.6

.6

-1.8

-1.4

High

-.1

.6

-

.7

-.3

.6

-1.0

.0

-1.1

-.7

Low

-.8

-.1

-.7

-

1.0

-.2

-1.7

-.7

-1.9

-1.5

High

.2

.9

.3

1.0

-

.8

-.7

.3

-.9

-.5

Low

-.6

.1

-.6

.2

-.8

-

-1.5

-.5

-1.7

-1.3

High

.9

1.6

1.0

1.7

.7

1.5

-

1.0

-.2

.2

Low

-.1

.6

.0

.7

-.3

.5

-1.0

-

-1.2

-.8

High

1.1

1.8

1.1

1.9

.9

1.7

.2

1.2

-

.4

Low

.7

1.4

.7

1.5

.5

1.3

-.2

.8

-.4

-

CT

MA

NY

RI

VT

However, although medal level may be an important factor in comparing the exchanges,
what likely matters more than just the difference in insurance plan generosity is whether or not
individuals select plans that are appropriate for their needs. The low insurance scenario would
seem most appropriately matched to a participant’s selection of a catastrophic or bronze plan,
although to a risk adverse person, a silver plan would also be appropriate. Likewise, the high

3

The shaded cells represent significance at a level of p < .05. The chart is read with the cell

value as the column category mean subtracted from the row category mean.
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insurance scenario would likely require a gold or platinum plan, although an individual might be
willing to risk high out-of-pocket costs with a silver plan.
To measure this in the context of the survey, the medal level that individuals selected was
compared to what would be considered the “correct” medal level and a value of one was
assigned if the plan choice were correct and zero if it were incorrect. In order to resolve the
ambiguity about if silver plans would be correct for either scenario two separate criteria for plan
correctness were created. For criteria A, individuals need to select one of the three most
appropriate plans (again, catastrophic/bronze/silver for low insurance or silver/gold/platinum for
high insurance). For criteria B, individuals have a narrow series of correct choices with the same
plans being designated as correct but with the subtraction of silver as a correct choice for each
category (catastrophic/bronze as correct for low insurance or gold/platinum for high insurance).
Applying this analysis, one finds the following results in Table I below:
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Table I, Proportion Selecting Correctly

CT

MA

NY

RI

VT

Criteria A

Criteria B

High

.43

.35

Low

.82

.77

Combined

.62

.56

High

.39

.27

Low

.53

.42

Combined

.45

.34

High

.51

.41

Low

.63

.53

Combined

.57

.47

High

.68

.34

Low

.63

.30

Combined

.65

.32

High

.58

.33

Low

.66

.43

Combined

.61

.37

Individuals in the low insurance scenario selected correctly 70% of the time by criteria A
and 52% by the less forgiving B criteria. Those in the high insurance scenario selected correctly
less frequently, with 47% correct under criteria A and 29% under criteria B. Overall 59%
selected correctly under criteria A, and 41% under criteria B. In analysis, it seems appropriate to
control for high insurance otherwise a state such as Rhode Island that had greater numbers of low
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insurance participants (who generally selected well) than high insurance participants (who
generally selected poorly) would appear to be more effective guiding individuals to appropriate
insurance plans than it in reality was. One way of controlling for this is to conduct a logistic
regression, as described in Table J, including dummy variables for each state and one for the
high insurance scenario. Massachusetts was selected as a reference since those participants
performed least successfully under both criteria.
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Table J, Logistic Regression Odds Ratios on Correct Choice4
Correct Choice (Criteria A)

Correct Choice (Criteria B)

Connecticut

2.0**

2.5***

Massachusetts

ref

ref

New York

1.6

1.7

Rhode Island

2.1**

.8

Vermont

2.0**

1.2

High
Insurance

.4***

.3***

For criteria A, individuals in Connecticut, Rhode Island and Vermont were roughly twice
as likely to select correct plans than those in Massachusetts. For criteria B, only Connecticut was
significant with individuals selecting correctly plans 2.5 times as frequently. For both of the

4

* represents p < 0.1, ** represents p < 0.05, *** represents p < 0.01
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criteria, individuals assigned to the high insurance scenario were less than half as likely to select
correct plans as compared to those assigned to the low insurance plan.
However, although the logistic regression might have greater power, it might not fully
represent the true impact the decision-support tools have, as being assigned to the high insurance
may have a different impact among the states. For example, those randomized to Vermont were
almost as likely to select correctly no matter the scenario while in Connecticut those assigned to
the low insurance scenario were far more likely to select correctly.
Thus, a series of t-tests were used to compare the number of correct choices classified by
high or low insurance status for both criteria A and criteria B after ANOVA was conducted. A
Bonferroni correction was used. The results are presented in Tables K through N below:
Table K, High Insurance Scenario Correct Choices, Criteria A
CT

MA

NY

RI

VT

CT

-

.25

.11

-.26

-.33

MA

-.25

-

-.14

-.51

.58

NY

-.11

.14

-

-.38

-.44

RI

.26

.51

.38

-

-.07

VT

.33

.58

.44

.07

-
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Table L, High Insurance Scenario Correct Choices, Criteria B
CT

MA

NY

RI

VT

CT

-

.28

.12

.06

-.15

MA

-.28

-

-.16

-.22

-.43

NY

-.12

.16

-

-.06

-.27

RI

-.06

.22

.06

-

-.21

VT

.15

.43

.27

.21

-

Table M, Low Insurance Scenario Correct Choices, Criteria A
CT

MA

NY

RI

VT

CT

-

.04

-.02

.19

.36

MA

-.04

-

-.06

.15

.32

NY

.02

.06

-

.21

.38

RI

-.19

-.15

-.12

-

.17

VT

-.36

-.32

-.38

-.17

-

Table N, Low Insurance Scenario Correct Choices, Criteria B
CT

MA

NY

RI

VT

CT

-

.12

.06

.44

.54

MA

-.13

-

-.07

.31

.41

NY

-.06

.07

-

.38

.48

RI

-.44

-.31

-.38

-

.10

VT

-.54

-.41

.48

-.10

-
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In the case of high insurance, Rhode Island and Vermont seemed to provide the most
correct outcomes compared to most of the other states’ exchanges with criteria A. With criteria
B, only Vermont and Connecticut were better than Massachusetts. Under the low insurance
scenario, criteria A showed significance with those assigned to the Vermont exchange selecting
worse choices then Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York. Under criteria B, Rhode Island
and Vermont both had less correct outcomes than Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York.
The self-rated experience of individuals using the decision-support tools was also
somewhat decisive. Average experience is rated on a five-point scale of the average ratings for
the time to select a plan, the ability to sort by plan features, the ability to tell plan quality, and the
rating of the overall experience. Only users exposed to the Vermont health insurance exchange
rated their experiences as lower than those of the other exchanges, also using t-tests with a
Bonferroni correction, as shown in Table O, below:
Table O, Self-Rated Experience
CT

MA

NY

RI

VT

CT

-

-.28

-.30

-.02

1.0

MA

.28

-

-.02

.26

.78

NY

.30

.02

-

.28

.75

RI

.02

-.26

-.28

-

1.0

VT

-1.0

-.78

-.75

-1.0

-
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An equivalent test of the confidence of individuals in their plan choice failed to be
significant, while the time taken to select a plan was only higher for Massachusetts compared to
Rhode Island (112 seconds greater).
There were also some significant correlations between several outcome variables as well
as the self-rated knowledge that consumers had of healthcare terms (rated on a five-point scale as
an average of the participant’s knowledge of healthcare terms), as shown in Table P, below:
Table P, Significant Correlation Coefficients (R squared)5
Self-rated
Experience
Average

Seconds to
select plan

Confidence
in choice

Knowledge
of terms

Medal Level

Self-rated
Experience
Average

-

-

8.6 (.17)

.30 (.15)

-7.5 (.02)

Seconds to
select plan

-

-

-

.00065 (.03)

-

Confidence
in choice

.12 (.17)

-

-

.11 (.11)

-

Knowledge
of terms

3.4 (.15)

1541 (.03)

8.7 (.11)

-

-

Medal Level

-.13 (.02)

-

-

-

-

From this, we find that participants who had better experiences selecting their plan were
also more confident in their choice and selected plans of a lower medal level than those who had

5

All significant at the p<.01 level
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a worse experience. Those with higher level of health insurance knowledge were also more
confident, spent more time selecting plans, and had a better experience selecting plans.
Turning to the criteria by which individuals selected plans, participants rated the annual
premium as most important to their decision, followed by the plan’s deductible. The out-ofpocket maximum was the third most important, with copays following. Coinsurance was the
fourth most important followed by the carrier and then the medal level itself which was least
important. Between the low and high insurance prompts, the differences between the rated
importance of these features was only significant for premium and copay: those with the low
insurance scenario rated the annual premium as more important (p=.075) as they did for copays
(p=.0085). Finally, individuals felt more knowledgeable about deductibles, premiums, copays,
and out-of-pocket maximums with individuals feeling on average less than somewhat confident
in their understanding of coinsurance, insurance carrier and medal level.
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Discussion
Decision-Support Tool Effectiveness
One might have expected the type of decision-support (basic or sophisticated) to have the
greatest impact upon how successfully individuals selected health insurance plans. The ability to
sort by plan features and compare plans in detail with a few clicks would seem to provide value
to the consumer over more traditional methods of simply listing plan information. It was the
inability to provide such a more sophisticated service that forced the Maryland exchange, after
great failure, to adopt Connecticut’s decision-support tool. Yet, these results seem to suggest
that the ability of decision-support tools to facilitate correct consumer choice does not turn solely
on the availability of features. What does appear to have an important impact are the default
plan options that the decisions-support tool initially suggests.
The decision-support tools used by these five exchanges may be appropriately classified
into three groups: those that default to displaying catastrophic options first (Connecticut,
Massachusetts, and New York), the default to silver first (Rhode Island), and no default plan
(Vermont). Generally, when the health scenario of the individual matched that of the default
insurance option presented, individuals were mostly successful in selecting their plans.
Connecticut, Massachusetts, and New York did far better than the other two exchanges in the
low insurance scenario. In the high insurance scenario, the same default to lowest cost premium
exchanges did far worse.
From this result, one could simply conclude that individuals generally select one of the
first insurance plans that they see regardless of the scenario, but the data actually suggest that the
defaults could actually have a more subtle impact. Those participants assigned to Rhode Island
did not select even a plurality of silver plans, though that choice was the default and is arguably
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an acceptable plan for either scenario. In fact, those assigned to Rhode Island low insurance
were most likely to select a gold plan, the plans that are displayed immediately following the
first silver. Within the three exchanges that displayed catastrophic plans first, not one had more
than a quarter select such a plan in the high insurance scenario. If individuals were selecting
plans merely on the basis of convenience of the decision itself, we would expect far more to
select the first plan type that they see.
Further supporting the hypothesis that the initial ordering of the plans is not the only
determinant of plan choice is how even quite similar decision-support tools appear to result in
different outcomes. For the low insurance scenario, we see that a plurality of those assigned to
Connecticut chose a catastrophic plan, while a majority of those assigned to both Massachusetts
and New York selected bronze plans. If plan ordering were the only factor in determining plan
choice, we would likely not see these differences in exchanges that order their plans identically.
We see then that although ordering would appear to have a large impact on plan selection
(based on the general trend of the success of the exchanges when the default matches the correct
choice), this is not an entirely sufficient explanation as to the extent of this difference. Yet, for
each scenario and for the four exchanges that order choice, the majority of individuals selected
one of the first two medal level options displayed to users. One explanation might be that
framing occurs with the initial plan options and individuals make a selection between those plans
that they first encounter. For example, a Rhode Island assignee might first encounter silver and
gold plans and then make a choice between those selections, instead of considering the harder to
find but lower cost bronze and catastrophic plans. This may explain why so many selected gold
plans in the low insurance scenario within the Rhode Island decision-support tool. What might
be a rational choice between those two options (a marginal increase in premiums in exchange for
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reduced financial risk) might appear to be an appealing tradeoff only because the individual has
not considered a bronze plan. As individual who selected a gold for the Rhode Island low
insurance scenario commented “Well I was looking at the premium but the out of pocket expense
could be considerable for the cheapest plans so I decided to go with a higher premium so that my
out of pocket would not be so high.” Individuals might not want a plan they perceive as the least
generous, even if there are in fact even less generous plans that they did not see. This relative
comparison of early insurance plans instead of an absolute comparison might explain how the
default plan choice appeared to matter so much in plan selection.

Success and Dissatisfaction with Vermont
Vermont’s unique basic decision-support tool might have presented the most surprising
results overall. Participants greatly disliked selecting plans using Vermont’s tool and
commented on this displeasure frequently as was described earlier, but these individuals made
some of the best choices, regardless of scenario. One reason for this might be that although it
may be frustrating to sort through the data within the PDF, there is no default plan to provide a
framing point to consumers. Individuals are forced to consider all of the options, which appear
to help them to make a more accurate choice.
Yet, despite Vermont’s success in this regard, there is some cause for concern. The first
is that participants assigned to Vermont generally purchased far more generous insurance than
those assigned to other states. Those in the high insurance Vermont scenario purchased, on
average, at least one medal level more generous plans than those assigned to Connecticut,
Massachusetts, and New York. 34% in the low insurance scenario purchased platinum plans
while 23% in the high insurance scenario did. Although confidence with the selected plan was
not significantly different for any of the states, there was a correlation between experience with
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the decision-support tool and the confidence in plan choice on the individual level. One
explanation for this purchase of over-generous plans might be that individuals feel less confident
in their choice and thus try and purchase a more generous plan to reduce risk. This would
correspond to the existing literature that suggests that individuals with less knowledge about
their healthcare plan purchase more generous insurance than is needed (Handel 2013).
This choice to purchase overly generous insurance might well reduce the individual’s
risk, but the cost just for premiums of such plans would seem to make them an irrational choice.
With an annual income of $40,000, the individuals in the scenario would be spending nearly
$7,500, or almost 19% of pretax income, on health insurance for the lowest cost platinum plan.
One additional complication might be the overall high cost of health insurance plans in Vermont
where even a silver plan (non-HDHP) costs over $465 a month. Yet, for example, the platinum
plan reduces the medical deductible to $150 from the $1,900 in the silver plan for an increased
cost of about $1,900 annually in premiums. It would be difficult to suggest that a rational
consumer within the low insurance scenario would rationally select a platinum plan, which might
be a concern for Vermont policymakers since the decision-support tool may be partially
responsible for guiding consumers to poor insurance choices.

Medal Levels
The ubiquitous use of medal levels might not be achieving the results that the designers
of these exchanges may have hoped. Under the wider net of criteria A where three of the five
plans would be considered correct, fewer than 59% of the participants selected a correct plan. If
individuals did interpret medal levels as rough guidelines of plan generosity, then we would
expect this number to be far higher in each of the exchanges individuals can easily sort by medal
level. Yet, it appears that individuals do not use medal levels in to make their insurance decision
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since participants rated medal levels the least valuable to their the decision-making process.
Participants were also the least confident in understanding what is meant by medal level, rating
their knowledge less than that of their knowledge even of coinsurance and insurance
carrier/network.
Some of the comments reflected this misunderstanding. For example, one Vermont low
insurance scenario assignee said of the gold plan “I think it was the cheapest cost.” An
individual in Massachusetts high insurance that selected a bronze plan seemed to understand the
importance of the out-of-pocket maximum when comparing to plans within the same medal
level, but perhaps, they did not consider that a higher medal level might reduce overall out-ofpocket costs: “With someone who is only getting a salary of 40K, a higher monthly premium
would be tough to pay. Also, this plan has a lower out of pocket max than others in the same
monthly premium range, making this a better choice if the patient thinks she will have to use this
insurance quite a bit during the next year.”

Plan Choice
Beyond the self-rated importance of plan features such as premiums and deductibles to
choice of plan, individuals also expressed their preferences regarding the decision-support tools
of these five exchanges through the optional comment section. Many seemed to display a clear
understanding of the premium and maximum out-of-pocket cost balance: “I selected the cheapest
plan from a provider with an excellent quality rating. For this scenario I figured I didn't need too
expensive of a plan since I had low expected medical costs.” Some even described specific plan
features in addition to the larger choice of plan generosity: “In addition to the medal level, the
main reason for choosing this plan is that it includes 3 free visits to my primary care physician
and no referral is needed for specialists. This can be very important for someone with medical
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issues.” Others used their own experiences to inform their choice “I currently have BCBS and
have had UHC in the past. Since [I] know BCBS is better, that was a contributing factor as I
scrolled through the plans.”
There were also some idiosyncratic choices described in the comments that were not
illustrated by ranking of the importance of premium, deductibles, etc. Some expressed a
preference for specific plan types (“I was looking for an HSA plan with a reasonable deductable
[sic] and maz [sic] out of pocket.” “Seemed like most bang for buck plan in price level. Plus it's
a PPO which is preferable” “this PPO isn't going to make me nasty having to get referrals, I can
go to specialists without having to deal with some idiot bureaucrat for ‘permission’”). Some of
these might be concerning for policy makers. For example, one individual said that they “liked
the acupuncture and massage discounts” within the New York health insurance exchange.
Others might have viewed plan details and not seen that preventive care visits for all plans have
no cost sharing, “Covers preventive care at no charge, gym reimbursement, etc. Not likely to
need other care.”

The Massachusetts-Connecticut Divide
One surprising finding is that those assigned to Connecticut were by some measures more
successful than those assigned to Massachusetts despite the many similarities in their decisionsupport tools. One explanation for this difference may be the limited information provided at
first with the Connecticut exchange as compared to the Massachusetts exchange. It would at first
seem that the consumers in the Massachusetts exchange would benefit from the greater number
of options provided to them, but the opposite might in fact the case. Individuals are already
comparing large amounts of information and perhaps supplying this additional information
weakens consumer choice.
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Comments on Number of Choices
Most of the comments that referenced the decision-support tool itself focus on the
amount of information presented to the consumer. Interestingly, only two comments of the total
153 made across all exchanges referenced the number of plans available in general, both of
which seemed to want less choice. One of these comments was randomized to New York, the
state with the most available plans (145), but the other was a subject randomized to Vermont,
which had the fewest number of plans (18). These comments suggest that Vermont’s method of
providing information to consumers might overwhelm consumers and make the number of
choices seems too great to be able to reasonably compare, even though, in fact, there were fewer
choices than in other states.

Error
This study has many potential sources of error; however, most of these errors will result
in only a more conservative estimate of significance since they are likely to occur randomly
without relation to any of the treatment groups. The first and likely most common source of
error involves the incentive of individuals to ignore the instructions and not select a plan based
on the decision-support tool or to spend as little time as possible selecting a plan. This likely
occurred in some cases as one individual selected a plan in as little as ten seconds; however, the
average time spent on plan selection was nearly five minutes, as intended by the survey results.
Yet, in reality such little time selecting a healthcare plan is fairly unlikely to occur. The
incentives in this survey are somewhat misaligned to those of an individual who is actually
purchasing an insurance plan since the participant is paid based on survey completion and not the
time spent selecting a plan. In reality, individuals may benefit for hundreds of dollars an hour
for time spent on health insurance plan selection (Handel and Kolstad 2013).
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There also might be some error related to the prompt provided to the participants. There
was some variation in the prompts due to the specific requirements of the exchange. Exchanges
require differing information before beginning the anonymous search, for example, pregnancy
status, smoking status, and exact birthdate. Thus, the information supplied to participants in the
prompt was slightly different, which could result in some error. Providing the same information
to all participants might have minimized that error, but providing that length of information may
have also been confusing to participants. Yet, this difference in treatment groups may have had
some impact upon the participant.
There was also a slightly different process that participants used to access the decisionsupport tool. This difference may have introduced some error. For example, those who were
assigned to Vermont immediately reached that state’s decision-support tool while those who
accessed New York plans needed to initially enter information. This, most likely, altered the
amount of time needed to select a plan and could have impacted the perceived experience as
individuals were required to take more actions themselves.
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Figure K, Pictorial Directions Provided to New York Participants

Another potential source of error involves individual’s specific knowledge of healthcare
information related to the decision-support tool that they were assigned. An individual might be
familiar with a specific provider or carrier within that state and overweight that information
relative to an individual without that experience. For example, an individual might only be
familiar with Blue Cross Blue Shield and thus may select a plan provided by BCBS for that
reason. This might result in some differential error.
Mechanical Turk users might also not be the most appropriate study population with
which to examined how uninsured individuals or members of the general public might select
insurance. Due to the nature of the Mechanical Turk service, users would likely be generally
more familiar with computer technology than especially those individuals who lack regular
computer and internet access. Such familiarity might provide a different experience than that of
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a less-computer literate individual, potentially biasing results. The mode age range of
participants was 26 to 35, and the mode amount of completed education was a four-year college
degree
Finally, an important source of error might be the relatively underpowered nature of the
study. Using five separate groups a sample size of at least per group 39 is required for 80%
power at an alpha level of p<.05 to detect effects of a medium size or greater (Cohen 1992). The
need to analyze the high and low groups separately required the division of the sample to reduce
the sample to closer to twenty per group. This would result in only large effects being detected
with the same power considerations. Thus any medium or small effects would likely not be
detected by this experiment, which may reveal greater differences between the exchanges.
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Conclusion
Summary
This thesis conducted a qualitative assessment and experimental analysis of state-based
health insurance exchange decision-support tools and how individuals select plans using these
tools. Each of the exchanges has made different policy choices in designing their support tools,
ranging from the number and type of plans available to the default plans choices. The evidence
suggests that individuals within this experiment seemed to be heavily influenced by those design
choices, with the Rhode Island and Vermont exchanges performing best under scenarios where
individuals needed to purchase generous insurance and the Connecticut, New York, and
Massachusetts exchanges being more successful at appropriately matching people to lower cost
forms of insurance.
Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Vermont seemed to perform better overall. The reason
for this success is unknowable by this experiential design. However, these exchanges differ from
the others by either reducing the cognitive burden on users by burying complexity in the site
(Connecticut), providing a default silver option that is generally a good choice (Rhode Island), or
providing no default option and thereby forcing users to compare all the choices (Vermont).

Policy Implications
One of the largest implications of the research involves the distributive fairness of
different marketplace designs. If marketplaces encourage users to select less generous plans, less
adverse selection might occur with regard to sicker individuals selecting more generous plans.
However, if users are directed by the sites to select more generous plans, the healthy individuals
who select incorrectly will effectively subsidize the less healthy. Yet, states that improve
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decision-making for all individuals could still face a welfare loss due to adverse selection that
could be greater than the welfare gained. As an additional option, states could also adopt an
approach like Rhode Island where almost all individuals are directed to buy silver plans,
reducing adverse selection but forcing those with poor health to face high out-of-pocket costs.
State policymakers need to consider that they are making one of these choices by their current
exchange design and to determine if such a design is in line with their policy goals.
Again, it seems as if the state has a great opportunity to influence consumer choice by
framing the available insurance plans. The majority of individuals tested selected one of the first
two medal levels displayed, showing that this decision of how to order plans has great power to
influence consumer choice. States could adopt the Vermont model of providing no initial default
and forcing consumers to consider a wider arrange of plan options, although as currently
implemented in Vermont, individuals appear to have not enjoyed the process. Assuming states
do also value the experience of plan selection, which might be necessary to maintain public
support, exchanges could use the Vermont model but with modifications that make it interactive
and easier to select a plan. One method could be to use the Rhode Island plan’s “generosity
sliders,” but force users to select the locations on the sliders before viewing plan options as to not
to bias the user.
Furthermore, from a governance standpoint, the fact that the interactive tools performed
somewhat equivalently or even worse than what was a likely a fairly inexpensive one page
document might be cause for concern for seemingly evidence based-policy. States such as
Rhode Island are continuing to develop even more advanced versions of these tools with
somewhat questionable evidence as to their effectiveness (HealthSource RI 2015). Although this
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study does not provide enough evidence to show that such efforts are misguided, it does raise
questions about how justified these expenditures are.

Routes for Future Research
One path for future research involves seeing exactly how individuals select plans within
the exchange, beyond merely measuring outcomes and self-reported choice information. The
average participant in this experiment spent almost five minutes selecting a plan but seemed
frequently to not utilize options beyond those initially displayed. The question remains if
participants decided to select between those initial plans within the first displayed medal groups
or if they also considered more generous plans and rejected them in favor of the initial plans. If
users’ screen and mouse movements could be tracked for a similar experiment, it might allow for
a better understanding of how individuals made their choice.
Another experimental design to consider would be to alter the incentives so they are
better aligned with those of individuals actually selecting plans within an exchange. Such a
design could provide incentives to participants for selecting correct plans based on medical
expense background, with penalties for selecting incorrect plans, as would occur for an
individual in an exchange (although this may be economically infeasible).
One promising route for understanding how individuals select insurance would be to
conduct research similar to that done by researchers on Medicare Part D, which would compare
plan choice with actual medical spending. Although this would not directly illustrate why
individuals selected the plans that they did, it would show how effectively individuals chose,
allowing for comparisons across exchanges using the data from those actually purchasing health
insurance within those exchanges.
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